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NIV Bible eBook (New International Version)
2011-09-15

the world s most popular modern english bible now fully revised and updated and in ebook format for the first time the niv
ebook is designed to be easy to navigate and has additional links for immediate access to key passages within the bible with
over 400 million bibles in print the new international version is the world s most popular modern english bible it is renowned
for its combination of reliability and readability fully revised and updated for the first time in 25 years the niv is ideal for
personal reading public teaching and group study this ebook edition features navigation system to easily access bible
passages links to key stories events and people of the bible linked reading plan bible timeline overview for each book of the
bible quick links to find inspiration and help from the bible in different life situations british text this edition uses british
spelling punctuation and grammar to allow the bible to be read more naturally more about the translation this revised and
updated edition of the niv includes three main types of change taking into account changes in the way we use language day
to day advances in biblical scholarship and understanding and the need to ensure that gender accurate language is used to
faithfully reflect whether men and women are referred to in each instance the translators have carefully assessed a huge
body of scholarship as well as inviting peer submissions in order to review every word of the existing niv to ensure it remains
as clear and relevant today as when it was first published royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica formerly the
international bible society in their work of translating and distributing bibles around the world

The Holy Bible
1990-01

this pocket niv bible is ideal to keep with you at all times

Holy Bible
2023-06-08

this elegant zip up niv bible is bound in tactile denim blue soft tone imitation leather material with a debossed leaf pattern
and a pretty gold foiled presentation wrap the text size of this bible is 11pt making it easier to read for those who prefer a
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larger print bible the scriptures are very clearly laid out on the page in two elegant columns with minimal show though the
interior design is the same as the standard niv popular bible isbn 9781444701500 just with enlarged text the pagination is
also the same so everyone can turn to the same page when a reference is given out in church as well as a presentation page
ribbon marker and a zip to protect pages this edition also features shortcuts to key stories events and people of the bible a
reading plan and bible guide quick links to find inspiration and help in different life situations and british spelling grammar
and punctuation royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica formerly the international bible society in their work of
translating and distributing bibles around the world

NIV Pocket Pink Gift Soft-Tone Bible
2012-04-01

this pretty pink bible comes in a sturdy gift style box and includes a ribbon marker and silver page edges with over 400
million bibles in print the new international version is the world s most popular modern english bible it is renowned for its
combination of reliability and readability fully revised and updated for the first time in 25 years the niv is ideal for personal
reading public teaching and group study this bible also features clear readable 6 75pt text easy to read layout shortcuts to
key stories events and people of the bible reading plan timeline book by book overview quick links to find inspiration and
help from the bible in different life situations british text this edition uses british spelling punctuation and grammar to allow
the bible to be read more naturally more about the translation this revised and updated edition of the niv includes three
main types of change taking into account changes in the way we use language day to day advances in biblical scholarship
and understanding and the need to ensure that gender accurate language is used to faithfully reflect whether men and
women are referred to in each instance the translators have carefully assessed a huge body of scholarship as well as inviting
peer submissions in order to review every word of the existing niv to ensure it remains as clear and relevant today as when
it was first published royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica formerly the international bible society in their work
of translating and distributing bibles around the world

NIV Larger Print Personal Bible - Rainbow
2023-07-06

with over 400 million bibles in print the new international version is the ideal combination of reliability and readability
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Holy Bible
2012-03

this is the first uk bible for children to put child friendly retellings of stories alongside the full text of the bible included with
the book are mp3 recordings of each big bible story read by tv actor russell boulter with adorable illustrations from the
bestselling big bible storybook this is a bible that will be enjoyed by children as they grow with over 400 million bibles in
print the new international version is the world s most popular modern english bible it is renowned for its combination of
reliability and readability fully revised and updated for the first time in 25 years the niv is ideal for personal reading public
teaching and group study this bible also features clear readable 9pt text easy to read layout maps shortcuts to key stories
events and people of the bible reading plan timeline book by book overview quick links to find inspiration and help from the
bible in different life situations british text this edition uses british spelling punctuation and grammar to allow the bible to be
read more naturally more about the translation this revised and updated edition of the niv includes three main types of
change taking into account changes in the way we use language day to day advances in biblical scholarship and
understanding and the need to ensure that gender accurate language is used to faithfully reflect whether men and women
are referred to in each instance the translators have carefully assessed a huge body of scholarship as well as inviting peer
submissions in order to review every word of the existing niv to ensure it remains as clear and relevant today as when it was
first published royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica formerly the international bible society in their work of
translating and distributing bibles around the world

NIV Bible for Children
2012

the niv quilted collection bible features a stylish stitched binding the cover made with colorful italian duo tone tm material
has been stitched with a quilted pattern giving it a fresh and unique look the stylish design along with the convenient size of
this full text bible allows it to go just about anywhere
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NIV Quilted Italian Duo-Tone Plum
2013-02-01

classic reference bible filled with the features that promote understanding with every use the complete text of the new
international version the translation acclaimed for its accuracy clarity and readability more than 53 000 center column
references that unlock the depths of the scripture maps and in text charts for added insight while you read introductions and
outlines for every book of the bible exclusive 13 000 entry niv concordance for locating passages easily new easy to read
pacella book typeface with bold verse numbers for easy reference presentation and family record pages provide a lasting
remembrance of significant personal events eight page full color map section accurately locates hundreds of important bible
places

The Holy Bible
1988

the complete text of the bible together with a discover the bible section including useful background information on the
content people and places of the bible as well as advice on how to begin reading this amazing book

Holy Bible
2006

these new all purpose new international version thinline bibles feature a brand new typeface which results in a clear easy to
read font in a great thinline style that can be taken anywhere each edition contains an extra 180 pages of bible study
resources

Holy Bible
2008
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the niv study bible is the 1 bestselling study bible in the world s most popular modern english bible translation this niv study
bible features a stunning four color interior with photographs maps charts and illustrations one look inside this edition
reveals why this bible is a favorite for over 9 million people

NIV Study Bible
2011

the new international version is the world s most popular bible in modern english and is renowned for its combination of
accuracy and clarity of language translated by a team of top international scholars this revised and updated edition takes
into account the latest developments in biblical scholarship and language royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica
in their work of translating and distributing bibles around the world 6 75pt text zip for added durability ribbon marker hard
wearing soft tone binding presentation page british text

NIV Pocket Charcoal Soft-tone Bible with Zip
2011-08-18

with over 400 million bibles in print the new international version is the world s most popular modern english bible it is
renowned for its combination of reliability and readability fully revised and updated for the first time in 25 years the niv is
ideal for personal reading public teaching and group study this bible also features clear readable 7 25pt text easy to read
layout shortcuts to key stories events and people of the bible reading plan quick links to find inspiration and help from the
bible in different life situations british text this edition uses british spelling punctuation and grammar to allow the bible to be
read more naturally more about the translation this revised and updated edition of the niv includes three main types of
change taking into account changes in the way we use language day to day advances in biblical scholarship and
understanding and the need to ensure that gender accurate language is used to faithfully reflect whether men and women
are referred to in each instance the translators have carefully assessed a huge body of scholarship as well as inviting peer
submissions in order to review every word of the existing niv to ensure it remains as clear and relevant today as when it was
first published royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica formerly the international bible society in their work of
translating and distributing bibles around the world
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Holy Bible
2011-05

pick your favorite blossom from the bloom collection grow your faith with the perfect bible for your on the go lifestyle this
spring inspired niv thinline bloom collection bible is the ideal way to keep god s word at your side features attractive italian
duo tone tm covers in flower designs extra thin edition less than one inch thick presentation page ideal for gift giving words
of christ in red ribbon marker

NIV Thinline Tulip Bible
2011-08-01

the niv and kjv side by side study bible combines three powerful study resources into one first there s the complete text of
the clear accessible new international version the world s most popular modern english bible the niv brings you as close as
you can get to the reading experience of the original audience in every verse it seeks to offer the optimum combination of
transparency to the original text and transparency to the original meaning next there s the iconic grandeur and poetic
language of the king james version bible this classic translation of scriptures has been beloved by christians throughout the
centuries for its dignity poetic language and timeless expression of truth finally 10 000 study notes from the pages of the
bestselling niv study bible are combined with these two texts to create a wonderful study tool for anyone who wants to dig
deeper into god s word

The Holy Bible
2014-01-01

john macarthur is considered one of the top biblical scholars living today he has spent his entire ministry poring through
scripture digging into every difficult passage with the exegesis skills of a world class scholar his intellect and formal training
are balanced with the compassion courage and practical voice of a teaching pastor the award winning macarthur study bible
is considered among the elite of study bibles it is packed cover to cover with tools that offer a profound yet down to earth
approach to understanding the scriptures dr macarthur has written dozens of bestselling books including the gospel
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according to jesus the macarthur new testament commentary series slave and a tale of two sons this edition includes many
features to help you navigate and understand the scriptures new international version bible text more than 20 000 study
notes over 50 maps charts book introductions outlines timelines articles from dr john macarthur index to key bible doctrines
niv concordance messianic prophesies in the old testament topical index an outline of systematic theology a timeline of ot
kings and prophets a nt chronology how we got the bible how to study the bible a harmony of the gospels the macarthur
study bible helps you unleash god s truth one verse at a time order your copy today this bible offers supplemental
information on the following topics inspiration gospel purposes of god faithfulness of god glory of god trinity holiness of god
justice of god goodness of god love of god compassion of god power of god providence of god righteousness of god truth
wisdom unity character of christ crucifixion deity of christ exaltation of christ excellency of christ human nature of christ
lordship of christ humility of christ incarnation of christ love of christ christ as high priest christ as king miracles of christ
christ as shepherd parables of christ power of christ prophecies fulfilled in christ titles and names of christ types of christ
baptism of the holy spirit deity of the spirit emblems of the spirit ministry of the spirit offenses against the spirit sealing of
the spirit titles of the spirit

NIV, The MacArthur Study Bible, eBook
2013-10-01

with 9pt british text in a double column easy to read layout this standard sized zipped niv bible is perfect for studying or
taking to church the page numbers are the same as both burgundy and blue niv pew bibles as well as the niv lectern bible so
you will always be able to follow along with the bible reading bound in tactile soft grey imitation leather with a contrasting
lime green zip this is a stylish and contemporary edition of the new international version this bible also features clear
readable 9pt text easy to read layout maps shortcuts to key stories events and people of the bible reading plan timeline
book by book overview quick links to find inspiration and help from the bible in different life situations this edition uses
british spelling punctuation and grammar to allow the bible to be read more naturally

NIV Popular Soft-Tone Bible with Zip
2019-07-25

with over 400 million bibles in print the new international version is the world s most popular modern english bible it is
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renowned for its combination of reliability and readability fully revised and updated for the first time in 25 years the niv is
ideal for personal reading public teaching and group study this bible also features clear readable 7 25pt text easy to read
layout shortcuts to key stories events and people of the bible reading plan quick links to find inspiration and help from the
bible in different life situations british text this edition uses british spelling punctuation and grammar to allow the bible to be
read more naturally more about the translation this revised and updated edition of the niv includes three main types of
change taking into account changes in the way we use language day to day advances in biblical scholarship and
understanding and the need to ensure that gender accurate language is used to faithfully reflect whether men and women
are referred to in each instance the translators have carefully assessed a huge body of scholarship as well as inviting peer
submissions in order to review every word of the existing niv to ensure it remains as clear and relevant today as when it was
first published royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica formerly the international bible society in their work of
translating and distributing bibles around the world

The Holy Bible
1973

with over 400 million bibles in print the new international version is renowned for its combination of reliability and readability
the niv is ideal for personal reading public teaching and group study this bible also features clear readable 9pt text easy to
read layout maps shortcuts to key stories events and people of the bible reading plan timeline book by book overview quick
links to find inspiration and help from the bible in different life situations british text this edition uses british spelling
punctuation and grammar to allow the bible to be read more naturally more about the translation this revised and updated
edition of the niv includes three main types of change taking into account changes in the way we use language day to day
advances in biblical scholarship and understanding and the need to ensure that gender accurate language is used to
faithfully reflect whether men and women are referred to in each instance the translators have carefully assessed a huge
body of scholarship as well as inviting peer submissions in order to review every word of the existing niv to ensure it remains
as clear and relevant today as when it was first published royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica formerly the
international bible society in their work of translating and distributing bibles around the world
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NIV Holy Bible - Anglicised Black Gift and Award
2011-07

an easy to read version in the niv family of bible translations the new light bible has the lowest reading level of any bible
translation and uses short sentences and simplified words without sacrificing clarity and readability

Holy Bible
2011-05

with extra wide margins quality writing paper and thirty two pages of christian artist hannah dunnett s beautiful illustrations
to inspire you this niv journalling bible is perfect for those who love to reflect and journal creatively in god s presence the
single column setting and blank margins allow for plenty of room beside the scriptures for your notes drawings stencilling
and illumination bringing a new depth and imagination to your quiet times there could not be a better gift for bible readers
who love to add their own doodles and personal reflections to their bible enhanced by hannah dunnett s stunning biblical
artwork this edition of the new international version will encourage you to spend time soaking in the word as you meditate
on her paintings all of which include verses from the niv the endpapers feature original artwork by hannah inspired by the
story of the garden of eden in genesis and revelation s heavenly city this niv journalling bible has an easy to read single
column 8 5pt bible text two ribbon markers and an elastic strap closure also included are shortcuts to key stories events and
people of the bible lists of references for help and guidance and a reading plan to help you familiarise yourself with the bible
hannah s previous journalling bible won bible of the year at the christian resources together awards 2018 it was also
nominated for the eden co uk bible cover of the year this edition of the new international version uses british spelling
punctuation and grammar to allow the bible to be read more naturally royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica in
their work of translating and distributing bibles around the world

New Light Bible
1998

graphic artist siku uses manga to retell and illustrate the story of the bible from creation and noah exile and exodus through
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judges and kings and prophets of old on to the liberation that jesus then brings to the world and the powerful movement that
follows with newly commissioned full colour plates within the full niv bible text this is a great way to refresh the way we look
at scripture and to encourage new readers to engage with the remarkable stories and message it holds the new international
version is the world s most popular bible in modern english and is known for its combination of accuracy and clarity of
language this bible includes shortcuts to key people events miracles and stories in the bible as well as reading plans and a
list of scriptures that offer help and guidance in life situations

NIV Bible for Journalling and Verse-Mapping 2
2020-07-09

the world s most popular bible the niv in a conveniently tiny size and beautiful pink soft tone binding with a zip the print size
is 5 3pt this stylish pink bible in soft tone binding is an attractive new presentation of the new international version in a very
small format with a zip to protect the pages this edition is the ideal bible to carry with you at all times it includes a
presentation page at the front of the book making it perfect for giving as a gift this bible has a pink ribbon marker silver gilt
page edges and very pretty endpapers with a butterfly design the new international version is the most popular modern
english bible translation in the world it is acclaimed for its accurate scholarship its lucid dignified english and the clarity with
which it communicates the timeless truths of scripture

NIV Manga Bible
2016-10-20

the hodder niv bible in one year splits up the whole bible into daily readings with an old testament new testament and psalm
or proverbs excerpt for each day of the year it is ideal for personal devotions or to read as a community easy to read layout
timeline of the bible overview of bible books and genres

Holy Bible
2013-04-01
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the world s most popular bible the niv in a conveniently tiny size and beautiful soft tone binding text size is 5 3pt this stylish
bible in soft tone binding is an attractive new presentation of the new international version in a very small format with a zip
to protect the delicate pages this edition is the ideal bible to carry with you at all times it includes a presentation page at the
front of the book making it perfect for giving as a gift this bible has a ribbon marker silver gilt page edges and contrasting
end papers the text size is 5 3 pt the new international version is the most popular modern english bible translation in the
world it is acclaimed for its accurate scholarship its lucid dignified english and the clarity with which it communicates the
timeless truths of scripture

NIV Bible in One Year
2011-10-01

if your translation of choice is the new international version niv and if you appreciate the message for the freshness and
insight it brings to your reading of the bible then you ll love the niv and the message side bys side bible setting the niv and
the message together this bible allows you to instantly compare the niv and eugene peterson s bestselling paraphrase verse
by verse

NIV Tiny Navy Soft-Tone Bible with Zip
2014-07-17

prefacethe new international version is a completely new translation of the holy bible made by over a hundred scholars
working directly from the best available hebrew aramaic and greek texts it had its beginning in 1965 when after several
years of exploratory study by committees from the christian reformed church and the national association of evangelicals a
group of scholars met at palos heights illinois and concurred in the need for a new translation of the bible in contemporary
english this group though not made up of official church representatives was transdenominational its conclusion was
endorsed by a large number of leaders from many denominations who met in chicago in 1966 responsibility for the new
version was delegated by the palos heights group to a self governing body of fifteen the committee on bible translation
composed for the most part of biblical scholars from colleges universities and seminaries in 1967 the new york bible society
now the international bible society generously undertook the financial sponsorship of the project a sponsorship that made it
possible to enlist the help of many distinguished scholars the fact that participants from the united states great britain
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canada australia and new zealand worked together gave the project its international scope that they were from many
denominations including anglican assemblies of god baptist brethren christian reformed church of christ evangelical free
lutheran mennonite methodist nazarene presbyterian wesleyan and other churches helped to safeguard the translation from
sectarian bias how it was made helps to give the new international version its distinctiveness thetranslation of each book
was assigned to a team of scholars next one of the intermediate editorial committees revised the initial translation with
constant reference to the hebrew aramaic or greek their work then went to one of the general editorial cominittees which
checked it in detail and made another thorough revision this revision in turn was carefully reviewed by the committee on
bible translation which made further changes and then released the final version for publication in this way the entire bible
underwent three revisions during each of which the translation was examined for its faithfulness to the original languages
and for its english style all this involved many thousands of hours of research and discussion regarding the meaning of the
texts and the precise way of putting them into english it may well be that no other translation has been made by a more
thorough process of review and revision from committee to committee than this one from the beginning of the project the
committee on bible translation held to certain goals for the new international version that it would be an accurate translation
and one that would have clarity and literary quality and so prove suitable for public and private reading teaching preaching
memorizing and liturgical use the committee also sought to preserve some measure of continuity with the long tradition of
translating the scriptures into english in working toward these goals the translators were united in their commitment to the
authority and infallibility of the bible as god s word in written form they believe that it contains the divine answer to the
deepest needs of humanity that it sheds unique light on our pathin a dark world and that it sets forth the way to our eternal
well being the first concern of the translators has been the accuracy of the translation and its fidelity to the thought of the
biblical writers they have weighed the significance of the lexical and grammatical details of the hebrew aramaic and greek
texts at the same time they have striven for more than a word for word translation because thought patterns and syntax
differ from language to language faithful communication of the meaning of the writers of the bible demands frequent
modifications in sentence structure and constant regard for the contextual meanings of words a sensitive feeling for style
does not always accompany scholarship accordingly the committee on bible translation submitted the developing version to
a number of stylistic consultants two of them read every book of both old and new testaments twice once before once after
the last major revision and made invaluable suggestions samples of the translation were tested for clarity and ease of
reading by various kinds of people young and old highly educated and less well educated ministers and laymen concern for
clear and natural english that the new international version should be idiomatic but not idiosyncratic contemporary but not
dated motivated the translators and consultants at the same time they tried to reflect the differing styles of the biblical
writers in view of the international use of english the translators sought to avoid obvious americanisms on the one hand and
obvious anglicisms on the other a british edition reflects the comparatively few differences of significant idiom and of
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spelling as for the traditionalpronouns thou thee and thine in reference to the deity the translators judged that to use these
archaisins along with the old verb forms such as doest wouldest and hadst would violate accuracy in translation neither
hebrew aramaic nor greek uses special pronouns for the persons of the godhead a present day translation is not enhanced
by forms that in the time of the king james version were used in everyday speech whether referring to god or man for the
old testament the standard hebrew text the masoretic text as published in the latest editions of biblia hebraica was used
throughout the dead sea scrolls contain material bearing on an earlier stage of the hebrew text they were consulted as were
the samaritan pentateuch and the ancient scribal traditions relating to textual changes sometimes a variant hebrew reading
in the margin of the masoretic text was followed instead of the text itself such instances being variants within the masoretic
tradition are not specified by footnotes in rare cases words in the consonantal text were divided differently from the way
they appear in the masoretic text footnotes indicate this

Bible
2012-09-27

the holy bible new international version in smart black bonded leather and gold gilt page edges includes protective slipcase
with over 400 million bibles in print the new international version is the world s most popular modern english bible and it is
renowned for its combination of reliability and readability fully revised and updated for the first time in 25 years the niv is
ideal for personal reading public teaching and group study this black bonded leather bible also features clear readable 7
25pt text easy to read layout shortcuts to key stories events and people of the bible reading plan quick links to find
inspiration and help from the bible in different life situations short concordance presentation page ribbon marker british text
this edition uses british spelling punctuation and grammar to allow the bible to be read more naturally the revised and
updated edition of the niv includes three main types of change taking into account changes in the way we use language day
to day advances in biblical scholarship and understanding and the need to ensure that gender accurate language is used to
faithfully reflect whether men and women are referred to in each instance the translators have carefully assessed a huge
body of scholarship as well as inviting peer submissions in order to review every word of the existing niv to ensure it remains
as clear and relevant today as when it was first published royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica formerly the
international bible society in their work of translating and distributing bibles around the world
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The Holy Bible
1993-03-22

a pocket sized hardback niv bible with clear readable 6 75pt text with over 400 million bibles in print the new international
version is the world s most popular modern english bible it is renowned for its combination of reliability and readability fully
revised and updated for the first time in 25 years the niv is ideal for personal reading public teaching and group study this
bible also features easy to read layout shortcuts to key stories events and people of the bible reading plan timeline book by
book overview quick links to find inspiration and help from the bible in different life situations this edition uses british
spelling punctuation and grammar to allow the bible to be read more naturally more about the translation this revised and
updated edition of the niv includes three main types of change taking into account changes in the way we use language day
to day advances in biblical scholarship and understanding and the need to ensure that gender accurate language is used to
faithfully reflect whether men and women are referred to in each instance the translators have carefully assessed a huge
body of scholarship as well as inviting peer submissions in order to review every word of the existing niv to ensure it remains
as clear and relevant today as when it was first published royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica in their work of
translating and distributing bibles around the world

NIV Thinline Black Leather Bible
2014-05-22

expand your understanding of scripture and be encouraged on your spiritual journey with best selling christian author pastor
max lucado the lucado encouraging word bible is an exhilarating experience as you read you ll uncover a saga of suspense
and intrigue flip over a few pages and find poetry and romance turn the pages again and read tales of clashing conquerors
brave shepherds and a captivating carpenter chronicles of faith miracles misdeeds and good deeds kings queens peasants
the uncommon and the commonplace mystery suspense intrigue drama humor poetry romance it s all in these pages stories
of real people with real problems real joys and a real savior all of that plus some distinctive features will help you see that
what happened on these pages is still happening today that the truths of old are truths for our age features include 98
people of the word articles encourage believers through the lessons learned by people throughout the bible 691 for your
journey marginal notes mix masterful storytelling with biblical context to lead you into a deeper walk with the lord 115 jesus
through the bible and growing in christ articles provide both inspiration and practical lessons to build you up 30 day personal
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or group bible study enriches your knowledge of the bible god cares for you and growing up spiritually verses are subject
specific and provide another resource in your study of the bible where to turn when scripture reference list means you can
always find a biblical answer to the challenges you face dotted margin space for journaling or taking notes bible book
introductions contain a brief outline of the book and an introduction written by max lucado bible reading plan full color maps
clear and readable niv comfort print 9 point type size

NIV Pocket Hardback Bible
2015-07-16

the law from your mouth is more precious to me than thousands of pieces of silver and gold psalm 119 72 the new
international version is renowned for its combination of accuracy and clarity of language it is the world s most popular bible
translation in modern english this edition features clear readable 6 75pt british text shortcuts to key passages zip to protect
pages on the go silver ribbon marker specially designed wrap and endpapers inspired by italian marble terrazzo tiling
royalties from all sales of the niv bible help biblica in their work of translating and distributing bibles around the world

NIV, Lucado Encouraging Word Bible
2020-02-04

the niv zondervan study bible featuring dr d a carson as general editor is built on the truth of scripture and centered on the
gospel message an ambitious and comprehensive undertaking dr carson with committee members dr t desmond alexander
dr richard s hess dr douglas j moo and dr andrew david naselli along with a team of over 60 contributors from a wide range
of evangelical denominations and perspectives crafted all new study notes and other study tools to present a biblical
theology of god s special revelation in the scriptures to further aid the readers understanding of the bible also included are
full colour maps charts photos and diagrams in addition a single column setting of the bible text provides maximum
readability the accessible and fresh interior design will capture your attention and enhance your study experience
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NIV Pocket Soft-Tone Bible 3
2019-06-25

1 best selling study bible in the best selling niv translation study features fully revised and updated over 20 000 in text study
notes library of study resources at your fingertips excellent for homeschool use

NIV Pocket Silver Soft-Tone Bible with Zip
2019-06-27

this best loved niv study bible features a stunning four colour interior with full colour photographs maps charts and
illustrations one look inside reveals why this bible is a favourite for over nine million people visually arresting section breaks
help with navigation full colour photos maps and illustrations make the niv study bible accessible and friendly referred to
daily by millions of pastors students church leaders and other bible readers around the world the 20 000 study notes are the
handiwork of the same translation team that produced this bible s text

NIV Zondervan Study Bible (Anglicised)
2017-08-10

the books of the bible new testament is a revolutionary new presentation of scripture that strips away centuries of artificial
formatting leaving behind nothing but pure bible text the result is a bible unlike any other available today but more like the
original scriptures the books of the bible is specially designed to be read from start to finish as if you were reading a novel
natural literary breaks have been restored and the books have been rearranged chronologically rather than by length
leading to a more authentic presentation of the bible there is also a helpful introduction to each book that sets the text in
context rather than adding explanation or application the niv text is also set in single column format rather than in two
columns as you usually find in the bible this aids reading longer chunks at a time as you would if you were reading a novel
for pleasure community bible experience is about changing the way we read god s word by following the reading plan found
online at biblica com cbent you ll experience the whole new testament in just eight weeks why not gather together as a book
club to share the journey rather than reading in isolation you ll glimpse more of the bible s context than ever before and
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your entire church community will rally around the one thing that matters most god s word for more information and for free
accompanying resources visit biblicaeurope com cbent

Zondervan NIV Study Bible
2002

this work contains the complete niv bible which features topical headings which enhance ease of reading and understanding
poetic passages printed as verse explanations in the footnotes of original names measures and phrases clear readable print
and table of weights and measures it also features introductory helps from the gideons international and a new testament
reading plan

The Holy Bible
1986

The Holy Bible
2012-09-01

Community Bible Experience
2014-08-14

Bible
1983
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